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Commentary… 

 
Division is no Solution to Terror       By Nadav Shragai 
 Anyone who exploits Sunday's ramming attack and its victims to 
demand once again that Jerusalem be divided, anyone who takes the spilled 
blood and uses the opportunity to propose more separation and fences and 
walls, is fleeing from terrorism rather than confronting it. Anyone who 
deludes the public that cutting Jabel Mukaber, the home town of the 
terrorist, off from Jerusalem will contain terrorism will quickly discover 
that terrorism is following them into their own neighborhoods. 
 The devotees of division tend to skip over the crucial chapters in the 
story of Jerusalem in recent years. They don't tell the public how hundreds 
of terrorist attacks were thwarted thanks to the presence of the Israel 
Defense Forces and the Shin Bet security agency in east Jerusalem 
neighborhoods. More walls and fences and separation will make it more 
difficult to operate against, frustrate, and gather intelligence on potential 
terrorism in east Jerusalem. On the other hand, they will benefit those who 
want to hide inside isolated areas behind walls and fences, so as to plan to 
make terrorism many times more powerful and frequent. 
 Fences and walls and separation, and other tricks from former Labor 
minister Haim Ramon and his movement to "save Jerusalem," will only 
increase the power of Hamas, Islamic Jihad and Islamic State in the city and 
make it harder for Israeli security forces to grapple with them. Bloodshed 
has already taught us that terrorism cannot be battled from afar, and the 
most effective way to fight it is to work from within, in the neighborhoods 
harboring it and the parts of the population that offer it a safe haven. 
 That having been said, residents of east Jerusalem as a whole are not 
the enemy. The enemy is the minority among them who attack us and instill 
fear in their own environs and community. Most of the residents of east 
Jerusalem want to continue living in unified Jerusalem, the capital of Israel, 
enjoying its pleasures and reaching equal standing and conditions to those 
of the Jewish residents. 
 Often, residents of east Jerusalem are the ones who beg the Israeli 
authorities to protect them from Hamas thugs and bullies, from crime, from 
the citizenship void in which Israel has left them. They have said these 
things and will continue to say them in whispers only, lest they be attacked 
or murdered for them. 
 This is not a love story but a story of mutual interests: The more interest 
there is in a shared life in unified Jerusalem, the less powerful terrorism will 
become. 
 For years, the threads of a shared existence and plenty examples of 
normalcy have existed with, alongside, and within the ethno-religious 
conflict, mainly outside the gaze of the media. These are what keep the 
flames of the conflict relatively low. 
 If it weren't for the mixing entailed in a shared existence, the mutual 
economic interests in the fields of trade, employment, hospitality, health, 
transportation, and more, the reality in Jerusalem would look completely 
different. The common bonds might be what sometimes allow terrorists, 
such as the Islamic State-supporting truck driver from Sunday, to carry out 
their schemes and exploit the freedom of movement that residency in 
Jerusalem gives them, but without that residency status, the picture would 
be a lot worse. 
 Dividing the city would worsen the problem, and even expose Jewish 
neighborhoods along the seam line to continual gunfire fire, such as the 
Gilo neighborhood suffered more than a decade ago. 
 Nor is the demographic problem of the Jews in Jerusalem a reason to 
divide it, as Ramon has repeatedly argued. There are much better ways to 
handle it. The decision-makers are well-versed in them, and they do not 
include fleeing or splitting Jerusalem.    (Israel Hayom Jan 9) 
  

 The Blame-Game Blitz       By Ruthie Blum 
 On Sunday evening, when the details of the allegedly Islamic State-
inspired truck-ramming attack in Jerusalem that afternoon were beginning 
to take shape, I received a phone call from a friend in distress. 
 Unlike so many of our peers that day, neither she nor I had been 

directly affected by the 
terrorist atrocity, in 
which an IDF officer 
and three officers' course cadets were 
murdered and another 15 wounded. 
And she was not suffering from a 
common form of anxiety experienced 
when the loved ones of others are 
killed or injured. 
 "I have had it with leftists," she 

said. 
 Since she is not exactly a rabid right-winger herself -- and though I 
was deeply upset by the tragedy I had just spent hours reading and writing 
about -- I laughed. What, I wondered, brought this on? 
 She told me that she first learned of the attack from a mutual friend 
whom she encountered while out running errands. 
 "The blood of the victims wasn't even dry yet, and the only thing that 
woman had to say was, 'It's so awful; now Bibi will go up in the polls.'" 
 Again I chuckled, this time at my friend's naive outrage at something I 
have come to take for granted: Whenever something bad happens, 
including a rainstorm at an outdoor wedding, blame Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu and bemoan his electoral popularity. 
 But it is not only members of the Israeli Left who respond to every ill 
that befalls the Jewish state by bashing it and its leaders. My compatriots 
on the Right have a similar tendency, albeit from the opposite point of 
view. 
 Sunday's attack gave expression to the latest example of this 
phenomenon on both sides of the political spectrum. 
 To understand the way Israelis -- as all human beings -- automatically 
translate every event into the language of their ideology, one has to review 
the facts of the truck-ramming, as they have unfolded, based on security 
camera footage, eyewitness accounts and other evidence collected at the 
scene. 
 At approximately 1:30 p.m., a large group of cadets on a weekly 
educational outing that is part of their training to become officers arrived 
at the Armon Hanatziv promenade and began to disembark from their 
buses.  
 The terrorist truck driver sat in wait while the young men and women 
in uniform descended onto the curb and adjacent grass. He then stepped on 
the gas and plowed into them. Many said later that initially they thought 
they were witnessing a car accident, but realized it was an attack when the 
perpetrator put his vehicle in reverse and slammed into them again.  
 One of the guides, a civilian who had served in a combat unit, was 
knocked down, but pulled out his pistol and proceeded to shoot the 
terrorist. He said that though he emptied his magazine, the driver 
continued to move. Meanwhile, dozens of soldiers fled, and others took 
cover, as they were instructed to do by another guide. 
 Before the proverbial dust had settled -- or, as my friend put it, "before 
the blood was dry" -- Facebook and Twitter lit up with video clips, 
accompanied by comments and arguments about what had transpired. The 
print and broadcast media were frantically playing catch-up, competing to 
reveal the "truth" of the whole episode, quoting sources from the 
government, security forces and medical first-responders. 
 Yes, while the parents of the 20-year-old victims were hysterically 
making their way to Jerusalem, either to identify bodies or reach hospitals, 
the rest of the country was engaged in ongoing commentary and debate.  
 On the Left, as my friend can attest, there were those who cynically 
saw the attack as a boost to the Right, which garners more support when 
Arabs kill Jews. Others on that side who believe that Palestinian terrorism 
is the result of Israeli "occupation," held the government responsible for 
failing to secure a two-state solution. 
 On the Right, there were those who criticized the soldiers for running 
away, rather than cocking their rifles and doing the job that their uniform 
requires. Others defended the soldiers, attributing their seeming cowardice 
to the fear instilled in them that using their weapons could lead to lawsuits. 
This position was based on the idea that the case of IDF Sgt. Elor Azaria -- 
convicted last week of manslaughter for killing a subdued terrorist -- was 
responsible for "trigger reluctance" on the part of the soldiers witnessing 
the truck-ramming attack. 
 What got lost in all the noise was the carnage itself, as well as the 
reality -- for which Netanyahu is neither responsible nor has a magic 
formula to prevent -- of global jihad. 
 There is a time and a place for investigations, interrogations and even 
the hurling of accusations. But first and foremost, let us mourn the dead, 
help the wounded heal and direct our wrath at the death-worshipers who 
slaughter innocent people and are glorified by their inciters for doing so. 
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Remember: While we were engaging in a blame-game blitz after the attack, 
directing our anger at Netanyahu and the IDF brass, residents of Ramallah 
and Gaza were honoring their own leaders by dancing in the streets and 
distributing candy.     (Israel Hayom Jan 10) 
 

 
A Necessary, Natural Move         By Eyal Zisser 
 The Palestinian terrorist, who perpetrated the deadly ramming at the 
Armon Hanatziv promenade Sunday afternoon in Jerusalem, did not any 
need any excuse to murder his victims. It's possible he was influenced by 
previous ramming attacks carried out by Islamic State supporters in France 
and Berlin. It is also possible, however, that he was influenced by recent 
threats from people close to Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud 
Abbas, who warned that moving the American embassy from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem -- as promised by U.S. President-elect Donald Trump -- would 
lead to an ungodly eruption of violence. 
 Either way, we must recognize that in Palestinian society -- inundated 
with incitement on social media but also from its institutions -- there exists 
a fundamental motivation to harm Israel and Israelis, and it only takes a 
little for this desire to bubble to the surface. The appearance of ISIS on the 
scene as a radicalizing element has enraptured a large portion of the 
younger generation in the Arab and Muslim world, only making this reality 
worse. 
 The terrorist attack in Jerusalem came a few days after U.S. Secretary 
of State John Kerry chose to warn Trump against relocating the American 
embassy to Jerusalem, as doing so would send the region up in flames. 
 Perhaps Kerry has failed to notice that the Middle East is already 
burning, for quite some time now. The flames have consumed Libya, Syria, 
Yemen and Iraq. But of all these places, which represent living proof of his 
failed policies, the outgoing secretary of state chose to focus specifically on 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and repeat the same tired mantra that the 
region's problems are rooted in the fight between Israel and the 
Palestinians. 
 Kerry's advice to Trump not to move the embassy, therefore, is 
misleading and should be ignored. 
 Why is transferring the American embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem 
not inherently hazardous, and why is it possible to "sell" such a move to the 
Arab world? Because any reasonable person understands that doing so 
would not change the status of the city or the existing reality there in any 
significant way, nor would it cause a shift in Washington's fundamental 
positions on the conflict. 
 After all, Jerusalem is home to Israel's state institutions, from the 
President's Residence to the Knesset, and all foreign dignitaries visiting 
Israel, including U.S. President Barack Obama and Kerry, comes to the city 
to meet their Israeli counterparts. Can anyone seriously argue for forbidding 
a meeting between a visiting president and his Israeli counterpart in 
Jerusalem, because it could set the Middle East aflame? 
 Trump, therefore, can relocate the embassy to Jerusalem unperturbed 
and also make it clear that such a move, while necessary and natural, will 
not decide any of the fundamental questions pertaining to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict, not even regarding Jerusalem. With that, it would be 
best for Trump to notify Washington's allies in the region and explain to 
them, politely but firmly, that moving the embassy is recognition of the 
reality on the ground, which Jordan and Egypt also accept. Doing so would 
help prevent any unnecessary emotional outbursts. 
 What Trump can learn from Kerry is that hesitation and trepidation are 
perceived as weakness in the region and invite pressure, belligerence and 
even a rejectionist approach. Russian President Vladimir Putin, on the other 
hand, who never sought favor from anyone, is respected and feared; 
certainly no one threatens to burn the region down in response to his 
policies.    (Israel Hayom Jan 10) 
 

 
No More Playing by UN rules          By Ariel Bolstein 
 Israel's decision over the weekend to cut $6 million in U.N. funding is a 
correct and necessary move -- both morally and practically. While it is too 
much to expect that a symbolic move like this will heal the ills of the 
organization -- which was meant to be a catalyst for peace, freedom and 
human rights globally, but turned into a whirlpool of empty words -- 
sometimes calling out that "the emperor has no clothes" can also be 
valuable. 
 Israel is signaling that it has no intention of continuing to play by the 
hypocritical rules of the United Nations. The Jewish State is announcing 
that it refuses to be a punching bag. 
 Hatred toward Israel has permeated the majority of U.N. agencies, and 
at least four of its bodies and programs are designed exclusively for anti-
Israel efforts. (Were you aware, for example, of the existence of the United 
Nations Division for Palestinian Rights?!) They receive large budgets each 
year to put towards this purpose, and nearly everyday, they can be heard 
spewing propaganda and incitement against Israel. It's amazing that the 
salaries of dozens of officials in charge of spreading lies about Israel are 
funded in large part by Western taxpayers. There is no reason to continue 

resignedly accepting this situation. 
 Following the shameful U.N. Security Council resolution against 
Israel last month, even the U.S. Congress is mulling the process of cutting 
funding to the United Nations. Most of the American public despises the 
organization, regardless of how it treats Israel. The U.N.'s moral and 
financial corruption has gone too far. 
 It is up to Israel to notify its friends, old and new, that hostile votes at 
the U.N. will not be met with understanding. Up until now, friendly states 
played the usual game: They displayed general sympathy toward the 
Jewish state, but did not vote in its favor, offering instead endless excuses. 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's firm response to the Security 
Council's hostile vote is the beginning of a new chapter on this issue. 
Friends are supposed to support us in U.N. votes, and certainly not to vote 
with our enemies. 
 Everyone has gotten used to the fact that during an average year, some 
80-90% of U.N. condemnations are directed at Israel (and at the infamous 
Human Rights Council, there is even more persecution of Israel). 
 The rise of U.S. President-elect Donald Trump and a new U.N. 
secretary-general will provide a good opportunity to rewrite the rules of 
the game. Outgoing U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon found the 
courage to admit that his organization is biased, and we must demand that 
his successor take real action for change. If this is not done, the new 
American administration can allow Republican lawmakers to do what they 
have been hoping to do for a long while -- revoke financial support for the 
United Nations. In fact, interim steps (such as opposition to the continued 
existence of UNIFL troops) may also suffice. The important thing is to put 
an end, for once and for all, to the tradition of servility toward the anti-
democratic majority at the United Nations.   (Israel Hayom Jan 10) 
 

 
An Untenable Status Quo on the Mount         By Evelyn Gordon  

Despite 23 years on repeated failure, Martin Indyk remains convinced 
that he knows exactly how to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
Without a trace of embarrassment, he unveiled his latest plan in the New 
York Times last week, a “Jerusalem first” approach that calls for the Old 
City to be run by “a special regime that maintained the religious status quo 
and ensured that the three religious authorities continued to administer 
their respective holy sites.” But with characteristic disdain for reality, he 
ignored the elephant in the room: The status quo he seeks to preserve, 
especially on the Temple Mount, is actually unacceptable to both sides–
and should be unacceptable to anyone who cares about the fundamental 
right of freedom of religion. 
 Unlike many veteran peace processers, Indyk doesn’t pretend that 
Jews have no connection to the Mount. He admits that it contains “the 
ruins of Judaism’s holiest of holies.” He simply seems to think it’s 
perfectly reasonable to expect Jews to forgo any contact, even the most 
tenuous, with their holiest site in perpetuity. Not, of course, that he puts it 
that bluntly. But when you consider what’s happening on the Mount even 
today, when Islamic authorities don’t yet have absolute control, it’s hard 
to imagine his “solution” producing any other outcome. And it’s equally 
hard to see why anyone should consider the current situation acceptable. 
Just last week, for instance, Palestinian guards employed by the Islamic 
Waqf (religious trust) that runs the Mount’s day-to-day affairs tried to 
eject an Israeli archeologist from the site merely for daring to use the term 
“Temple Mount” in a lecture to American students. They demanded that 
he use the Mount’s Islamic name instead, and when he refused, they 
demanded that Israeli policemen on the site eject him. Other tour guides 
subsequently told the Times of Israel that this isn’t an uncommon 
occurrence. 

Disgracefully, the Israeli police–who have long since decided their job 
on the Mount isn’t protecting Israelis’ rights, but kowtowing to the Waqf’s 
every whim to prevent Arab rioting–seconded the request that Dr. Gabriel 
Barkay stop using the site’s Judeo-Christian name. But at least they also 
told the Waqf guards that they couldn’t evict him merely for using the 
term “Temple Mount.” Under full Islamic control, even uttering that name 
would evidently be a punishable offense. 
 Or consider what happened to Jerusalem Post reporter Lahav Harkov 
when she visited the Mount in September 2015. As usual, the Waqf guards 
harassed her nonstop, over everything from the length of her skirt (below 
the knees, but not ankle length) through taking pictures to standing still for 
longer than the guards deemed proper. But the climax came when, moved 
by thoughts of the Temple, she unexpectedly began to cry. A Waqf guard 
promptly started shouting at her in Arabic. And once again, an Israeli 
policeman disgracefully seconded the Waqf’s complaint: “You can’t close 
your eyes and cry. That’s like praying.” 
 Yet at least the Israeli police didn’t kick her off the Mount. Had the 
Waqf had its way, she would never even have been allowed to enter. 
 In a 2014 report for the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, journalist 
Nadav Shragai, an expert on Jerusalem’s history, detailed all the ways the 
“status quo” on the Mount has eroded to the Jews’ detriment since 1967. 
Jewish visiting hours have been drastically curtailed; Jews can no longer 
enter the mosques, even as the portion of the Mount occupied by the 



mosques has expanded greatly; the Waqf has been allowed to destroy 
Jewish archaeological relics with impunity; and so forth. All this has 
happened even though Israel nominally controls the Mount. 
 But to Palestinians, even the one right Jews still retain on the Mount, 
the right of a strictly limited number to pay strictly controlled visits–as long 
as they don’t mind nonstop harassment and refrain from doing anything 
offensive to the Waqf, like praying, tearing up, or using the term “Temple 
Mount”–is unacceptable. The consensus Palestinian position today, as 
memorably articulated by their “moderate” leader Mahmoud Abbas, is that 
Jews who ascend the Mount are “defiling” it with their “filthy feet.” In 
short, the Palestinians aren’t interested in preserving the Mount’s status 
quo; what they want is to ban any Jew from ever setting foot on it again. 
 Yet the status quo is equally unacceptable to a growing number of Jews 
– and rightly so. There’s no reason why Jews shouldn’t be allowed to visit 
their holiest site whenever and in whatever numbers they please, aside 
from, say, during Muslim holidays or Friday prayers at the mosque. There’s 
no reason Jewish visitors to the site should be unable even to shed a tear or 
use its Hebrew name.  And there’s especially no reason why Jews should be 
denied the right to pray at their holiest site, as long as they don’t do it in the 
mosque itself – which they wouldn’t want to do anyway, since Jewish law 
forbids entering the area where the Holy of Holies once stood, and its exact 
location isn’t known. Thus Jewish prayer would be possible only in 
peripheral areas, where there’s no risk of violating Jewish law. 
 Nor can one credibly argue that it’s impossible for Jews and Muslims to 
share a holy site; at Israel’s insistence, they’ve been doing it at the Tomb of 
the Patriarchs in Hebron for decades. The only thing that makes the Mount 
different is that there, Israel has shied away from enforcing a similar equal-
access arrangement. 
 Thus, instead of sanctifying the “status quo,” it’s long past time to 
admit that this status quo grossly violates basic religious rights, that the 
violations are only getting worse, and that this deterioration will continue 
unless Israel takes steps to reverse it. In short, it’s time for Israel to scrap 
the status quo and finally start protecting Jewish as well as Muslim rights 
on the Mount. And it’s time for America, whose own constitution enshrines 
freedom of religion, to fully back Israel in doing so.  
(CommentaryMagazine.com Jan 11) 
 

 
A Breeding Ground for Terror           By Ephraim Herrera 
 The terrorist who committed the ramming attack on Sunday was a 
resident of the Jerusalem neighborhood Jabel Mukaber, a neighborhood 
built up by the British in the time of the Mandate to house members of the 
Arab A-Sawahra Bedouin tribe. Until the First Intifada, relations between 
the residents of Jabel Mukabar and the residents of the adjacent Jewish 
neighborhood Armon Hanatziv were good. But it all changed when many of 
the former began hurling rocks at Jewish homes. 
 Starting in 2001, the relations between the two neighborhoods 
deteriorated as terrorists from Jabel Mukaber began carrying out shooting 
attacks against cars and homes in Armon Hanatziv. In 2008, things took 
another turn for the worse with the lethal attack at Mercaz Harav Yeshiva, 
in which eight students were killed and which was committed by a resident 
of Jabel Mukaber. In September of that year, another Jabel Mukaber 
resident employed a tractor in a ramming attack. In November 2014, two 
Jabel Mukaber residents used knives, axes and a handgun to murder five 
worshippers and a police officer at a synagogue in Har Nof. Other residents 
of the neighborhood have been behind ramming attacks and other types of 
attacks on civilians. 
 Obviously, we must not draw generalizations about everyone in the 
neighborhood, but it's not hard to find an explanation for why so many 
terrorist incidents originate in Jabel Mukaber. There are a number of 
schools there. One is named after the neighborhood itself. In April 2016, 
the school was the site of a meeting between students and the parents of 
terrorist Baha Aliyan, a local man who had murdered three Jews on a bus in 
October 2015. News reports about the meeting said that "in a post 
summarizing the meeting, the terrorists and their families were praised, and 
the families were thanked for the visit. The post said that representatives of 
the Palestinian Authority's Education Ministry had been in attendance." 
And how did Israel's Education Ministry respond? That school is a private 
one that does not receive government funds, and is therefore not subject to 
Education Ministry supervision. 
 Indeed, the school has no need for outside funding: The school is 
maintained by Islamist officials who ensure that the students there receive 
instruction in jihad and hatred of Israel. Incidentally, the Israeli Education 
Ministry's explanation also said that there were dozens of schools of the 
same status in east Jerusalem that were not under government supervision. 
 When Israel allows children to be educated to hate Jews and glorify 
"shahids," it's no wonder that terrorists ready to commit murder even if it 
costs them their lives spring up one after the other. Baha Aliyan wrote a 
post before he carried out his attack that ended with the words: "I'll see you 
[again] in Paradise." 
 It's a bizarre reality: In the capital of Israel, Israeli law is scoffed at as 
schools teach -- without any fear of an Israeli reprisal -- that every Muslim 

has an obligation to kill Jews to liberate the land that they claim belongs to 
Islam. The land of Israel was conquered by Caliph Umar II, who Muslim 
tradition says was the first to gaze upon the city of Jabel Mukaber in the 
seventh century C.E. 
 Leaving the field to the hate-filled preachers who are raising 
generations of potential terrorists leads to tragic results of civilians and 
soldiers being murdered in ramming and shooting attacks and people at 
prayer being hacked to death with knives and axes. No new legislation is 
required to root out the education to hate; all that is necessary is to 
implement the law that already exists.    (Israel Hayom Jan 11) 
 

 
The MO Test          By Jeffrey Elikan 
 In Glenn Kessler's recent Washington Post article "Fact-checking John 
Kerry's speech on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict," he departed from his 
usual practice and did not attempt to assign "Pinocchios" to the U.S. 
secretary of state -- the mendacity score he uses in his fact-checker 
columns -- explaining that "fact-checking the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is 
a bit of a fool's errand" as "the two sides have their own narratives, which 
are virtually impossible to reconcile." But a relatively simple test, which 
would analyze not the accuracy of the speech itself but focus instead on 
what Kerry omitted from his speech, is startlingly revealing about the 
Obama administration and its State Department.  
 Natan Sharansky, the human rights activist and former refusenik who 
now serves as the chairman of the Jewish Agency, prescribes a "3-D test" 
to separate anti-Semitism aimed at the Jewish state from "legitimate 
criticism of Israel": Is Israel demonized (the first D), with criticism of it 
"blown out of any sensible proportion"? Is Israel held to double standards 
(the second D) and selected for criticism when other countries, whose 
actions are far worse, are not? And is Israel delegitimized (the third D), 
with its very right to exist called into question? This widely accepted test 
is informative, focuses on the right issues and is mnemonically clever.  
 In the spirit of the 3-D test, I propose the "MO test" in reviewing 
articles and presentations addressing problems with the Israeli-Palestinian 
peace process. Applying the MO test is simple, and often reveals the MO, 
or modus operandi, of the author or speaker -- specifically, whether the 
analytical approach reveals an unfair bias against Israel.  
 First, the M -- meeting of the minds. No reasonably fair analysis of 
Israeli settlement activity can ignore the meeting of the minds between 
then-President George W. Bush and Prime Minister Ariel Sharon that took 
place in Aqaba in June 2003 and was documented in the April 2004 letter 
from Bush. In that letter, Bush declared that "in light of new realities on 
the ground, including already existing major Israeli populations centers, it 
is unrealistic to expect that the outcome of final status negotiations will be 
a full and complete return to the armistice lines of 1949." 
 Deputy National Security Adviser Elliot Abrams confirmed that there 
were subsequent oral agreements clearly declaring that Israel could build 
in particular portions of the West Bank containing the largest Jewish 
settlements. Later, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton repudiated these 
agreements, as well as the implications of the presidential letter -- which 
were key to facilitating Israel's 2005 disengagement from Gaza, in which 
all Israeli soldiers were withdrawn and all Israeli settlements dismantled -- 
stating that there were no "informal or oral enforceable agreements." 
While reasonable minds may differ as to the scope of the agreements 
entered into, and perhaps whether they were binding on future 
administrations, failure to even address these agreements translates to a 
failure on the M part of the test. 
 Second, the O -- offers and obstacles. No reasonably fair analysis of 
obstacles to the peace process or assessment of blame for the apparently 
failed peace process can ignore the repeated offers made by Israel to the 
Palestinian Authority -- at Camp David, in the Clinton Parameters and in 
Taba. These offers included virtually the entirety of the West Bank. 
Astonishingly, in each case, the Palestinians, whether led by PLO 
Chairman Yassir Arafat or Chairman Mahmoud Abbas, refused the offer 
or, at a minimum, made no counteroffer. President Bill Clinton famously 
blamed Arafat for the failure at Camp David, and reported in his memoirs 
that when Arafat told him that he was a "great man," he responded that he 
was a "failure," and that "you [Arafat] made me one." Again, one could 
address these facts, perhaps by citing revisionists such as Robert Malley, 
and argue that there was more than enough blame to go around. But failure 
to even address these repeated offers translates to a failure on the O part of 
the test.  
 Viewed through this prism, Kerry's recent speech fails the MO test and 
reveals the Obama administration's modus operandi with respect to Israel.  
 M. When discussing Israeli settlement activity over the years since the 
Oslo Accords, Kerry drew no distinction between settlements east and 
west of Israel's security barrier, and criticized Israel for permitting 
building in the larger settlement blocs because such growth was not done 
through consultation with the Palestinians. No word about any meeting of 
the minds between Israel and the United States about settlements passed 
his lips. He did not even mention that the United States may have given 
Israel a green light to build in the larger Jewish settlements, let alone try to 



reconcile these facts with his contention that "every United States 
administration, Republican and Democratic, has opposed settlements as 
contrary to the prospects for peace, and [that] action at the U.N. Security 
Council is far from unprecedented." Through his rank dishonesty, Kerry 
failed the M part of the test.  
 O. Similarly, Kerry failed to even mention that Israel has time and 
again offered virtually the entirety of the West Bank to the Palestinians, but 
the Palestinians did not accept the offer or present a counteroffer. 
Inveighing against settlement expansion for the majority of his speech, and 
instructing his ambassador to the United Nations to abstain from a Security 
Council resolution labeling the establishment of settlements a "major 
obstacle" to peace, probably cannot be reconciled with the history of 
Palestinian rejectionism. ut Kerry didn't even try, and thereby failed the O 
part of the test.  
 In reviewing those articles praising Kerry's speech and praising the 
United States for abstaining from vetoing U.N. Security Council Resolution 
2334, look to the MO test. You will find, time and again, that they fail this 
most basic test. This tells most of the story about whether the analysis can 
even be seen as approaching honesty.     (Israel Hayom Jan 11) 
The writer is a lawyer in Washington, D.C.  
 

 
Netanyahu, Congress, AIPAC and the PLO        By Caroline B. Glick    

It is not in the least surprising that the PLO-controlled Palestinian 
Authority did not condemn the terrorist attack on Sunday. It is not 
surprising because the PLO-controlled PA encouraged the attack. 
 As Khaled Abu Toameh wrote for the Gatestone Institute, in the 
aftermath of last month’s US-enabled passage of UN Security Council 
Resolution 2334, which criminalizes Israel, the PA went on the warpath. 
 Among other things, Muhammad Abu Shtayyeh, who serves as a close 
adviser to PLO chief and PA leader Mahmoud Abbas called for an 
intensification of terrorist attacks against Israelis. Shtayyeh said that now is 
the time to “bolster the popular resistance” against Israel. 
 As Abu Toameh noted, “‘Popular resistance’ is code for throwing 
stones and petrol bombs and carrying out stabbing and car-ramming attacks 
against Israelis.” 
 Sunday’s terrorist murderer probably was inspired by Islamic State, and 
its adherents’ recent truck ramming murder sprees in Nice and Berlin, as 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said. 
 But Sunday’s 28-year-old cold blooded killer hailed from Jerusalem, 
not Nice. His brain was washed since he was five years old by the PLO-
controlled PA’s steady cycle of jihadist incitement. 
 From the time he was in preschool, the killer was indoctrinated to 
aspire to commit the mass murder of Jews he carried out on Sunday. 
 For 23 years, Israel and the US have empowered the PLO. 
 During this period, the terrorist group never took any concrete steps to 
promote peace. At no point in the past generation has a PLO leader ever 
told the Palestinians or supporters abroad that the time has come to bury the 
hatchet and accept Israel. 
 Instead, for 23 years, the PLO has openly supported Israel’s 
annihilation. Often that support has been stated in code words like “popular 
resistance” which everyone understands means murder. 
 To make it easy for Americans and Israelis to continue funding, arming, 
training and of course, recognizing the PLO as a “moderate” organization 
despite its continued sponsorship of terrorism, PLO members are always 
happy to talk about a “two-state solution” with Westerners that wish to be 
lied to. 
 But they do not hesitate to threaten anyone who rejects their lies about 
Jews and Israel. For instance, Abbas reacted to US President-elect Donald 
Trump’s plan to abide by the US law requiring the State Department to 
move the US embassy to Jerusalem by threatening him. 
 Trump’s plan will have “serious implications” for the US, Abbas told a 
group of visiting Israeli leftists. 
 PLO Executive Committee chairman Saeb Erekat said that if Trump 
moves the US embassy to Israel’s capital, the PLO will lobby Arab states to 
expel the US ambassadors from their capitals. 
 Jebl Mukaber, the Jerusalem neighborhood where Sunday’s terrorist 
lived, used to be just an Arab neighborhood in Jerusalem. It wasn’t 
particularly friendly. But it also wasn’t particularly hostile. But then for 
about five minutes in 1993, the PLO pretended it wasn’t a terrorist group. 
To the delight of the US, Israel responded by giving it operational bases in 
Gaza, Judea and Samaria. The PLO then went about indoctrinating 
residents of the areas under its control as well as throughout Israel that they 
must reject all forms of coexistence with Israel and work toward its 
destruction. 
 These acts of war on the ground have always been complemented by 
PLO efforts to destroy Israel in the court of world opinion through its 
unrelenting and ever escalating worldwide political war against the Jewish 
state. 
 In keeping with this state of affairs, following 2334’s passage, at the 
same time its members called for intensifying terrorist attacks against 
Israel, the PLO Executive Committee decided to escalate its international 

economic boycott campaign against Israel and ratchet up its campaign to 
convince the International Criminal Court to convict Israelis of imaginary 
war crimes. 
 Like Sunday’s terrorist attack in Jerusalem, it ought to go without 
saying that these actions are all acts of war against Israel. 
 The reason it is necessary to state what ought to be the self-evident 
fact that the PLO is a terrorist organization engaged in a total war against 
Israel and the Jewish People is because the people that are supposed to act 
on this reality insist on denying it. The Netanyahu government, the US 
Congress and US Jewish organizations led by AIPAC still refuse admit the 
truth about the PLO and draw the necessary conclusions. 
 Those necessary conclusions are similarly self-evident. 
 Israel and the US should cut all ties to the PLO. 
 The PLO should be re-designated as the terrorist group it never 
stopped being and treated accordingly. 
 Last week, the US House of Representatives passed non-binding 
Resolution 11, which condemned resolution 2334. Resolution 11 was 
shepherded through the House by AIPAC, with Prime Minister 
Netanyahu’s support. 

The House resolution, which is set to be followed by a nearly identical 
Senate resolution in the coming days, is based on the proposition that 2334 
is bad not because, as the Simon Wiesenthal Center rightly said, it was the 
worst antisemitic act of 2016. Rather, the congressional resolution rejects 
2334 because it harms the chance of Israel and the PLO reaching a 
negotiated peace that will lead to the establishment of a Palestinian state. 
 Resolution 11 is marginally helpful because it rejects economic and 
political warfare against Israel. But substantively, in regard to the PLO 
and its legitimacy, the greatest difference between Resolution 11 and 2334 
is that while 2334 embraces the PLO’s anti-Jewish rejection of all Jewish 
ties to Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria, Resolution 11 recognizes Israel’s 
right to the Western Wall and the Jewish Quarter. 
 Beyond Jerusalem’s Old City, Congress’s resolution accepts the pro-
PLO position that it is a good idea to work toward the forcible expulsion 
of hundreds of thousands of Jews from their homes in Judea and Samaria 
to make room for a Jew-free Palestinian state led by PLO terrorists. 
 To credit its position, the House resolution states that 2334’s refusal to 
distinguish between Jerusalem’s Old City and Judea and Samaria means it 
equates “these sites with outposts in the West Bank that the Israeli 
government has deemed illegal.” 
 The problem with this wording is that it ignores the fact that the 
Knesset is about to pass a law that would effectively cancel that 
delineation. Similarly, it ignores that the delineation of Israeli 
communities built since 2000 in Judea and Samaria as illegal was done by 
a radical Justice Ministry attorney who now heads the post-Zionist New 
Israel Fund. 
 In other words, Congress’s resolution reflects the view of the far-left 
fringes of the Israeli political spectrum. 
 Supported by Netanyahu, AIPAC shepherded this resolution through 
the House, despite harsh opposition from the House Freedom Caucus 
whose members wish to end US support for the PLO and for a PLO state. 
 Although AIPAC condemned the Obama administration’s refusal to 
veto 2334, it continues to fervently support the PLO and Palestinian 
statehood. Indeed, just days after 2334 passed, AIPAC officials and 
missions were meeting with Erekat and other PLO operatives in Ramallah, 
as if there is anything pro-Israel about meeting with people who just got 
the Security Council to resolve that Israel is a criminal state. 
 AIPAC’s continued support for the PLO no doubt stems in part from 
its desire to keep the Democratic Party inside the pro-Israel tent. 
Unfortunately, that ship seems to have sailed. 
 Nearly 40% of House Democrats including minority leader Nancy 
Pelosi and assistant leader Jim Clyburn voted against the PLO state 
supporting resolution. 
 Rep. Keith Ellison, who is the front-runner to be elected Democratic 
National Committee chairman later this month, also voted no. Two thirds 
of the 95 Democrats supported by J Street opposed the resolution. 
 Most of the Democrats that supported Resolution 11 may well have 
supported it even if it had left out the goal of giving the PLO a state. It 
cannot be credibly argued that Reps. Elliot Engel and Steny Hoyer would 
have opposed Resolution 11 if it had simply stated that 2334 was anti-
Semitic. 
 Certainly it is hard to argue they would have opposed it if the vote was 
delayed until January 21. Indeed, it is hard to understand why it was 
necessary to pass the resolution while President Barack Obama – who 
partnered with the PLO to pass 2334 – is still in office. 
 Resolution 2334’s passage must be viewed as an inflection point. It is 
no longer possible to credibly argue that the PLO is remotely interested in 
peace with Israel. Sunday’s murderous terrorist attack Jerusalem was 
further testament of this truth. 

The time has come for Israelis and Israel’s supporters in the US to 
demand that our leaders – from Prime Minister Netanyahu to AIPAC to 
members of Congress – finally recognize and act of this truth. The 
whitewashing of the PLO must end.    (Jerusalem Post Jan 9) 


